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What is OEE & why it is important for your factory 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness is the main standard for measuring manufacturing productivity by 
identifying the percentage of manufacturing time that is truly productive. Scoring 100% in OEE means your 
factory is only manufacturing good parts, as fast as possible, with no stopping time. OEE is considered the 
best metric for identifying losses, benchmarking progress, and for improving the productivity of 
manufacturing equipment. 
 

How to Calculate Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE)? 
 
OEE is a combination of three factors that will tell you how efficient an asset is during the manufacturing 
process: availability, performance, and quality. The simple formula for calculating this metric is: 
 
OEE (%) = Availability rate x Performance rate x Quality rate 
 
Finding the OEE of an asset starts with measuring availability, which is calculated by dividing the total run 
time of an asset by the total  planned production time of an asset. For example, if a machine from your shop 
floor is supposed to run for 12 hours but suffered a breakdown and only ran for 11 hours, the availability is 
91.7%. 
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Who is OCTAVIC for? 
 

How to Use Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) to Measure 
Manufacturing Productivity 

 

OEE is an indicator of how efficient the manufacturing process is. It can be used to identify underperforming 
assets and connect deficient performance with one or more of the three main factors. Once the source of 
the problem is identified, the issue can be addressed properly.  
 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness is a great tool for managers. As a benchmark, OEE can be used to compare 

the performance of a given asset to similar in-house assets, to industry standards or to results for different 
shifts working on the same asset. As a baseline, OEE can be used to track progress over time in eliminating 

waste. 

WHY OEE IS IMPORTANT AND HOW OCTAVIC CAN HELP FACTORIES WITH 
OEE ANALYSIS 
 
OCTAVIC developed a system that can reduce production planning errors by 100%. Our data shows that 6% 
is the minimum OEE increase withing the first months from implementation. The product we created allows 

your factory to collect data in real-time, more efficiently and smartly.  
 
 
Operating with a friendly user interface, the system will bring a general overview of the manufacturing 
processes directly to your screen, allowing you to better prioritize events that happen on the shop floor  such 

as suboptimal production scheduling or energy usage and address these issues in real-time.  
 

OCTAVIC`s system allows you to combine OEE with other metrics such as Asset Utilization, Mean Time 
Between Failures (MTBF), Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) or Mean Time Between Repairs (MTBR), just to name 
a few of the over 80 metrics and KPIs exposed by OCTAVIC. Adding to the equation a strong commitment to 
performance management, it is possible to achieve higher levels of product quality. 
 

Finding the OEE of an asset is one of the main ways to a smart, productive, and adaptable factory, and doing 
this while using a system like the one OCTAVIC provides makes real-time data availability a real thing, thanks 
to our automated system, fully integrated in the Industry 5.0 world. 
 
Learn more about Industry 5.0 on our website Octavic.io and at Industry50.com 
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